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Overview 
Electricity transmission pricing and transmission grid expansion have received increasing 
regulatory and academic attention in recent years. Since electricity transmission is a very 
special service with unusual characteristics, such as loop flows, the approaches have been 
largely tailor-made and not simply taken from the general economic literature or from the 
more specific but still general incentive regulation literature. An exception has been 
Vogelsang (2001)1, who postulated transmission cost and demand functions with fairly 
general properties and then adapted known regulatory adjustment processes to the 
electricity transmission problem. A particular criticism of this approach has been that the 
properties of transmission cost and demand functions are little known but are suspected to 
differ from conventional functional forms. Hence the assumed cost and demand properties 
in Vogelsang (2001) may actually not hold for transmission companies (Transcos). Loop-
flows imply that certain investments in transmission upgrades cause negative network 
effects on other transmission links, so that capacity is multidimensional. Hogan (2002)2 
shows that total network capacity might even decrease due to the addition of new capacity 
in certain transmission links. Therefore the transmission capacity function can be 
discontinuous. 
 
The literature exhibits two main approaches: one employs the theory based on long-run 
financial rights to transmission (merchant approach), while the other is based on the 
incentive-regulation hypothesis (regulatory approach). The first approach proposes auctions 
of long-term financial transmission rights (LTFTR) awarded by an independent system 
operator (ISO).3 The second approach relies on regulatory mechanisms for a transmission 
company that both owns the network and carries out system operation (Transco). The 
transmission firm is regulated through benchmark or price regulation to provide long-term 
investment incentives while avoiding congestion. In this paper we combine the merchant 
and regulatory approaches in an environment of price-taking generators and loads.  
 
Methods 
Based on LTFTRs, merchant mechanisms are designed for incrementally small expansions 
in meshed networks under an ISO environment. The price-cap method seeks to regulate a 
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Transco. The regulatory model in this paper is an extension of Vogelsang (2001) for 
meshed projects. Transmission output is redefined in terms of incremental LTFTRs (or total 
LTFTRs, if a long period is assumed) so as to be able to apply the Vogelsang’s incentive 
mechanism to a meshed network. Our model combines merchant and regulated investments 
for lumpy and large transmission projects so that the fixed part of the tariff plays the role of 
a complementary charge. The model fulfills desirable properties of transmission pricing: the 
variable part of the tariff is based on nodal prices; pricing for the different cost components 
of transmission is such that they do not conflict with each other (fixed costs are allocated so 
that the variable charges are able to reflect nodal prices); variations in fixed charges over 
time partially counteract the variability of nodal prices giving some price insurance to the 
market participants.  
 
Results 
While deriving optimality conditions for the model, we consider two types of weights: 
chained Laspeyres weights and idealized weights. Laspeyres weights are easily calculated 
and have shown nice economic properties under stable cost and demand conditions4. 
Idealized weights correspond to perfectly predicted quantities and posses strong efficiency 
properties.5 With idealized weights we are able to identify the conditions for marginal cost 
pricing. Under Laspeyres weight --and assuming that cross-derivatives have the same sign-- 
if goods are complements and if prices are above marginal costs, current quantities will 
exceed last period’s quantities, which means that prices are intertemporally lowered. If 
goods are substitutes, we are only sure to get this effect if the cross effects are smaller than 
the direct effects. If prices are below marginal costs we get the opposite results. So, we get a 
closer approximation of prices to marginal costs unless cross effects are too large.  
 
Regarding transmission cost functions, we argue that in a variety of circumstances they 
have very normal economic properties. This holds, in particular, if the topology of all nodes 
and links is given and only the capacity of lines can be changed. We then argue that 
unusually behaved cost functions require a change in the network topology.  
 
Conclusions 
This paper makes a comprehensive analysis of the topic, including institutional setups, 
transmission cost and demand functions, sequencing of moves, formal models as well as 
other considerations such as irreversible investments. It intends to be a first step in a 
research agenda that would evolve into various simulations and applications. 
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